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Level:  Secondary�
Game Goal:  Students work with different �
partners to accomplish a variety of exercises to �
improve muscular strength, endurance and flexibility.�
Equipment: Playing cards, station signs to place on the�
4 walls of the gym and station equipment if needed. �
4 buckets or hula hoops to hold the playing cards. �
Set Up:  Place Station Card signs on the 4 walls of�
the gym. (Example: the heart sign should be on one �
wall with the three heart exercise cards on cones in �
front of that wall).  The playing cards are split up in �
buckets or hula-hoops in the middle of the gymnasium.  �
�
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Activity Directions: �
1.  All students quickly take a playing card from a bucket and �
move to the perimeter to match up with a classmate with the �
same suit card.�
2.  Partners jog or skip to the matching suit wall to perform �
one of the exercises for the sum of the two playing cards. �
(example: two students match together because they both have �
a card with a ♥, one student has a 10 ♥ and the other a King ♥. �
They skip to the ♥ wall, choice one of the three exercises and �
perform the exercise for the sum of the two cards. �
10 + King (10) = 20 exercises)  If they choice to do the flexibility�
exercise they hold the stretch for the sum.�
Ace= one  King, Queen and Jack =ten �
3. Round two, have students increase the intensity for the exercise �
they choice. �
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Abdominal Strength 
PLANK 
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Abdominal Strength 
Bicycle Crunches 
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Flexibility 
Cobra Pose 
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♣ 



Muscular Endurance   
Gastrocnemius�

Toe Rises 
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Muscular Endurance   
Gastrocnemius�

Pretend Jump Rope 
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Muscular Endurance   
Triceps�

Tricep Dips 
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Flexibility  " " " " " " "" " "�
Gastrocnemius�

Calf Stretch 
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Upper Body Strength 
Inch Worm  
Walks 
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Muscular Strength & Endurance 

Push Ups 
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Flexibility 
Triceps Stretch 
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Muscular Endurance 
Squats 
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Muscular Endurance  
Quadriceps �

Wall Sits 
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Flexibility 
Quadriceps �
Stretch 
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